There are many uncertain factors to affect the process of smoke filling in large spaces. In this paper, experimental studies on natural smoke filling induced by an electric car fire were carried out to compare with the model of smoke filling in large spaces. The experimental results are in good agreement with the theoretical values. Afterwards, Latin Hypercube Sampling method was used to mathematically describe the probabilistic model of smoke filling in large spaces. Latin Hypercube Sampling method was used to carry out a computer simulation sampling of the uncertain factors in the process of smoke filling in large space. The probability density function was used to describe the randomness of the uncertain factors in the smoke filling process. Then, the Pathfinder simulation and data review, the time needed for evacuation was obtained. By comparing the difference between the time of smoke filling and evacuation, the failure probability of smoke control under the effect of uncertain factors was obtained. The probability model developed in this paper to determine the failure progress is more reasonable than the traditional method. The model is more suitable to assess the risk of large spaces building fire and can also combine with the risk tolerance to develop safety assessment.
Introduction
Smoke filling is an important process of fire. According to the fire cases at home and abroad, the direct death caused by smoke poisoning accounted for about 1/2 to 2/3 [1] . Because large space buildings are difficult to divide into fire and smoke partition area, fire smoke spreads rapidly to other parts of the building and it is difficult to monitor and warn the fire [2] . Only when the fire develops to a certain scale, the detector can sense it. This poses a great threat to the evacuation of occupants in buildings and the fire rescue of firefighters. Therefore, it has important practical significance to develop the probabilistic model of smoke filling in large spaces during the fire in order to predict the collapse of the structure and guide evacuation.
Huo R (2005) studied experimentally how smoke spilling out of a shop fire would fill up an atrium. He assessed two plume models of smoke spilling out of a shop fire inside an atrium and derived an equation on studying the smoke layer interface height with a two-layer approach [3] . Chow W K (2001) carried out experimental studies on natural smoke filling in an atrium induced by a liquid pool fire up to 1.6 MW to measure the fuel quality, vertical temperature distribution and smoke layer height. He found good agreement was observed by results compared with those predicted by a smoke filling model developed from plume equations, the NFPA smoke filling equation and a model developed by Tanaka. Finally, he developed a new model of smoke filling [4] . Kaye (2007) considered the smoke filling of a room from a small, centrally located floor fire. The rate at which the smoke layer deepened was shown to be more rapid for relatively wide rooms (large
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